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Cover photograph 
The harvested coupe TH135A with a debris dam. During heavy rain on 18–19 May 2007 the 
Class 2 stream visible at the right rose about 2 m in height. The road visible was previously 
covered in pine debris but was swept clear of debris by the floodwaters flowing over it. Photo: 
Towerhill135a 17Jul07 view.jpg. 
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STREAM EROSION IN TOWERHILL COUPES TH135A 
AND TH119C FOLLOWING HEAVY RAIN ON 18–19 MAY 

2007 
 
 

Summary 
After native forest clearance in the 1970s and 1980s pines were planted up to the banks of Class 
2, 3 and 4 streams. During pine harvest in 2006 and 2007 fine and coarse pine debris accumulated 
in streams of all sizes. Following heavy rain on 18–19 May 2007 this pine debris and some native 
logs from the original forest harvest was carried downstream forming debris dams. Some debris 
dams remained intact and others burst. It seems likely that those debris dams that burst  
temporarily contributed to already high flood flows with the result that scouring down to bedrock 
occurred in stream sizes ranging from Class 2 (>100 ha) to Class 4 (10–50 ha). Concurrently 
bedload character of streams has changed, channels have become deeper and in some instances 
channels have become wider. 
 
It is clear that pine harvest next to streams of any size in the Mathinna area (Towerhill, 
Saddleback and Nicholas plantations) and the regular occurrence of intensive east-coast rainfall, 
leads to risk of severe stream erosion. That this type of erosion has occurred twice in 3 years 
indicates that the erosion risk is high and the erosion rate is unsustainable. Consequently the 
following general recommendations are made for all pine plantations in the Mathinna area: 
 

1. All FPPs for harvest in the Mathinna area (Towerhill, Saddleback and Nicholas 
plantations) should be notified to the Senior Scientist, Soil and Water. 

2. Adjacent harvest areas should not exceed 50 ha. 
3. Pine harvest methods should minimise debris entry into streams, e.g. by hauling pines 

away from streams during cable harvest and not hauling across them. 
4. Where debris entry into streams cannot be avoided, debris should be removed with an 

excavator as soon as possible after harvest. In special cases permission may be given for 
excavators to work in streams to remove debris. 

5. All FPPs should include a plan for revegetation of streamside riparian areas for stream 
sizes ranging from Class 1 to Class 4 streams with a catchment area exceeding 10 ha. 

6. The minimum revegetation width will be 20 m (40 m total width) for streams of all 
classes (Class 1–Class 4, 10 ha catchment). However, where an existing trafficable road 
or track has its outer edge within the outer half of this revegetation zone (e.g. a road or 
track has its outer edge at 12 m) the road will be considered the revegetation boundary. 

7. The revegetation method will be direct planting of native species or seeding, as 
appropriate for the topography and litter cover. The revegetation method will be specified 
in the FPP. 

8. Planting and seeding for native revegetation should be done concurrently with replanting 
of plantation species so that pest control measures in the coupe as a whole also apply to 
the riparian area. 

9. Where pine wildings are likely to compete with natives, wilding control measures should 
be listed in the revegetation plan. 

10. For all catchments containing more than 200 ha of plantation maps should be produced 
showing the riparian areas to be revegetated, the revegetation method (planting or 
seeding), and progress made in revegetation (when planted or seeded). These maps 
should be produced by August 2008 and updated annually with the success or failure of 
revegetation measures indicated on the maps, e.g. by colour coding. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
High intensity rainfall is a feature of the east coast of Tasmania and the effects extend as far west 
as the Fingal region. The effects on streams have been previously noted by McIntosh et al. (2007) 
who documented the effects of high rainfall in January 2004 on streams in the Watts Creek and 
Oxford Creek catchments. This earlier study showed that stream erosion was exacerbated by the 
formation of debris dams. Although these dams temporarily slowed water flow, when they broke 
large volumes of water were released which severely eroded downstream channels. There was 
evidence in Watts Creek and Oxford Creek that in places the effect of damming and subsequent 
release of water was cumulative: the release of water from small debris dams in the upper 
catchment apparently carried debris downstream until another debris dam was formed, trapping 
more water behind it than the first dam, which then in turn broke, releasing a greater amount of 
water that in turn carried debris forward with it forming the next dam. Other dams remained 
intact and floodwaters flowed around or over them. The lowest dam in Watts Creek formed on 
the broad low-gradient floodplain; beyond this point little harvest debris was carried downstream 
as the water flow was less confined and presumably slower. 
 
This report describes the results of an apparently similar process that occurred in the Towerhill 
coupes TH135A and TH119C during or shortly after heavy rainfall on 18–19 May 2007. The 
field evidence indicates that the intense rainfall was extremely local and confined to only part of 
the respective 298 ha and 144 ha catchments. The recorded figures at nearby rainfall stations 
almost certainly do not reflect actual rainfall in TH135A and TH119C. 
 
On 28 June 2007 the main Class 2 stream in TH135A and a tributary were walked up from point 
A to point E (Figure 1), in the company of C. Ringk and D. Crook (Rayonier). We photographed 
and noted unusual features on the way. Similarly, the main stream in TH119C was walked from 
point F to H. The author walked the streams again on 17 July 2007 using a hip chain and noting 
GPS positions for the features noted. Because of measurement errors in the held-held GPS 
positions and because measured distances between points were not always along a straight line, 
distances between GPS points may not agree with those measured by the hip chain. 
 
In October and November 2007 five stream monitoring sites which had been previously measured 
for channel width, channel depth and sediment character in 2004 (pre-harvest) were revisited. 
New measurements were made and new photographs were taken. 
 
 
2. OBSERVATIONS AND INTERPRETATIONS 
Debris dam sites are shown in Figure 1. The information and interpretation for each site is given 
in the respective figure captions. Debris dams are numbered starting from the lowest. 
 
Observations and interpretations are presented in three parts. Part 2.1 considers processes in 
coupe TH135A, part 2.2 considers processes in coupe TH119C, and part 2.3 presents 
photographs comparing stream morphology in 2004 and 2007, with some preliminary quantitative 
assessment. More detailed stream assessments will be the subject of further research (P. 
McIntosh, K. Richards and C. Spencer, in preparation). 
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Figure 1.  Towerhill coupes TH135A (left) and TH119C (right). Catchment areas for each coupe, measured at points A and F respectively, are 298 and 144 ha. 
In TH135A the catchment areas for subsidiary streams at B and C are 113 ha and 47 ha respectively. The Class 4 stream has a catchment of 26 ha at point D and 
15 ha at point E. In TH119C the catchment area is 100 ha at point G, 50 ha at point H and 25 ha at point I. Red arrow and letters refer to stream monitoring sites 
in TH119C, considered in part 2.3 of this report. Yellow circles mark the positions of numbered debris dams mentioned in the text.

A 
B 
H 

G 

F D
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2.1. Towerhill 135A. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.  Debris dam 1 at 0 m, the last debris dam before the unharvested pines. GDA 577412 5401287 
(native stump on left bank, centre left of photograph). Looking downstream on Class 2 stream. Gravels 
have accumulated behind the debris dam. Floodwaters have flowed around the right hand side of the dam. 
Photo: Towerhill135a 28Jun07 d 0m.jpg. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 3.  Looking downstream on Class 2 stream, from 115 m point. Note the boulders c.50 cm diameter 
that have been moved by the floodwaters. A small debris dam (debris dam 2) is visible on the right of the 
photograph, at the 63 m point (GDA 577351 5401287). This dam has burst and no longer blocks the 
channel. Water has flowed over the road c.1.5 m above the channel level (on right, outside view of 
photograph). Photo: Towerhill135a 28Jun07 d 115m.jpg. 
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Figure 4.  Looking upstream on Class 2 stream to debris dam 3 beginning at the 197 m point at GDA 
577227 5401322 (at figure) and extending upstream to 226 m. It is 3–5 m high and is c.10 m wide, giving a 
total volume of c.435 m. Water has flowed around the dam on the track at a level about 2 m higher than the 
streambed. Photo: Towerhill135a 28Jun07 u 197m.jpg. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 5.  The same debris 
dam from the 264 m point, 
looking downstream. Note 
the accumulation of gravels 
behind the debris dam. 
Photo: Towerhill135a 
28Jun07 d 264m.jpg. 
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Figure 6.  Looking upstream from GDA 577192 5401377 (the same position from which Figure 5 was 
taken). Note the 2 m high debris on the true right bank (left of photograph). Photo: Towerhill135a 28Jun07 
d 05.jpg. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 7.  Looking upstream on Class 2 stream at GDA 577152 5401388 at 303 m point. A Class 4 stream 
enters on the right (on true left bank) but has only a slightly eroded channel. In the middle distance the 
channel has been eroded down to bedrock. Water has flowed at road level (see left of photograph) about 
2 m higher than the present channel. Photo: Towerhill135a 17Jul07 u 303m.jpg. 
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Figure 8.  Looking upstream at debris dam 4 beginning at 557 m (GDA 576899 5401518. The debris dam 
is 43 m long, 15 m wide and about 3 m high, giving a total volume of c.1985 m, which is the largest in this 
catchment. Photo: Towerhill135a 17Jul07 u 557m.jpg. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 9.  Debris dam 4, looking north. Note the gravels that have accumulated behind the debris dam. A 
Class 2 stream channel (113 ha catchment)  immediately in front of the figure has not been swept clear of 
debris, whereas the smaller Class 4 stream channel (left of photograph, with gravels) (47 ha catchment) is 
severely eroded, indicating the very local nature of the erosion and rainfall pattern. Photo: Towerhill135a 
28Jun08 d 08&10.jpg. 
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Figure 10.  Looking upstream from the 580 m point at the upstream edge of debris dam 4.  Note the 
gravelly stream bed c.7 m wide.  The gravels are about 50 cm diameter and derived from the Class 4 stream 
(47 ha catchment) gully in the right of the photograph. Photo: Towerhill135a 17Jul07 u 02.jpg. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 11.  Looking downstream from the 617 m point (GDA 576844 5401547) at the gravels that have 
accumulated behind debris dam 4. The maximum diameter of the gravels is about 50 cm. Photo: 
Towerhill135a 17Jul07 d 03.jpg. 
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Figure 12.  About 40 m upstream of the debris dam illustrated in Figure 10 the northern Class 4 stream has 
deposited a pile of debris on the true right bank as it rushed around the bend shown in Figure 10. Photo: 
Towerhill135a 28Jun07 12.jpg. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 13.  Upstream from the bouldery sediment shown in Figure 10 the Class 4 stream channel has been 
stripped to bedrock. Photograph taken from GDA 576832 5401606 at the 666 m point. Photo: 
Towerhill135a 28Jun07 d 13.jpg. 
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Figure 14.  Further upstream the Class 4 stream is dominated by large boulders and pine debris. Left hand 
photograph taken from 709 m point (GDA 576846 5401656) looking upstream. Log in right hand 
photograph (looking upstream) is at 749 m point (GDA 576853 5401693). Photos: Towerhill135a 28Jun07 
15.jpg (left) and Towerhill135a 28Jun07 17.jpg (right).  
 
 

 
 
Figure 15.  The top of this pine stump at the 782 m point is 1 m above the streambed. The stump is located 
at GDA 576854 5401730. Note that on its upstream side the stump (right) has been cleaned of bark by the 
‘sandpapering’ action of river gravels, but on the downstream side of the stump (left) the bark is still intact. 
Photos: Towerhill135a 17Jul07 u 782m.jpg (left) and Towerhill135a 17Jul07 d 782m.jpg (right).  
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Figure 16.  A 30 cm layer of 
gravelly sand deposited by the 
recent erosion event overlying 
charcoal-rich sandy layers, possibly 
resulting from native forest 
clearance and burning c.40 years 
ago. The boulder on the left has 
been moved and is 40 cm diameter. 
GDA 576844 5401807. Photo: 
Towerhill135a 28Jun0719. 
 

Figure 17.   At the 895 m point 
(GDA 576844 5401807) mossy 
boulders >1 m diameter have not 
been moved. Iron/manganese 
cemented gravels exposed in the 
banks of the stream around here 
may be old and possibly relate to 
erosion and accumulation in the Last 
Glacial period. Foreground figure is 
at GDA 576854 5401872. Photo: 
Towerhill135a 28Jun07 20.  
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Figure 18.  View upstream in Class 4 stream from 908 m point. Note the moss on the large boulders, 
indicating little movement of boulders this size, but the clean nature of the boulders up to c.1 m diameter. 
Debris dam 5 is visible upstream. Photo: Towerhill135a 28Jun07 21.jpg. 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 19.  Debris dam 5 begins at the 920 m point (GDA 576873 5401913) and is 7 m long, 5 m wide 
and about 2 m high, giving a total volume of c.70 m3. Photograph taken from 908 m point. Photo: 
Towerhill135a 17Jul07 908m.jpg. 
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Figure 20.  The debris dam 
5 at 920 m. Note the pine log 
caught in the debris 2 m 
above the stream gravels. 
Photo: Towerhill135a 
17Jul07 920m.jpg. 
 

Figure 21.  Looking 
upstream at debris dam 6 
from the 951 m point. The 
dam begins at GDA 576892 
5401974 and extends for 5 m 
upstream. It is c. 5 m wide 
and 2 m high on average, 
giving a total volume of c. 
50 m3. Debris has been 
trapped by the native log 
spanning the stream. Two 
tributaries (Class 4 streams) 
meet upstream of the dam. 
Photo: Towerhill135a 
17Jul07 951m.jpg. 
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Figure 22.  Note the accumulation of gravels behind debris dam 6. Photos: Towerhill135a 28Jun07 
22.jpg. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 23.  The tributary 
stream upslope from 
debris dam 6 has been 
swept clear of debris. 
Photo: Towerhill135a 
17Jul07 u 966m.jpg. 
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Figure 24.  Debris dam 7 extends 
from 990 m to 1004 m and is 
located at GDA 576936 5402018. 
It is 14 m long by 5 m wide and is 
c.2 m high, giving a total volume 
of 105 m3. Photo: 28Jun07 23.jpg. 
 

Figure 25.  Looking downstream 
at debris dam 7 from 1010 m 
point at GDA 576946 5402039. 
Photo: Towerhill135a 17Jul07 d 
1010m.jpg 
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Figure 26.  Left: photograph looking upstream from 1010 m point (GDA 576946 5402039) at two minor 
debris dams. The unharvested forest (at 1026 m) can be seen beyond. Right: looking down at the debris 
dams from the 1026 m point. The two debris dams have a total volume of about 8 m3 each and illustrate 
that in this minor Class 4 stream having a catchment size of c.15 ha the stream flow was sufficient to move 
gravels and debris. Photo: Towerhill135a 17Jul07 u 1010m.jpg and Towerhill135a 17Jul07 d 1026m.jpg. 
 

 

Figure 27.  The stream within the 
unharvested forest at the 1032 m point. 
Note the organic matter (topsoil) in the 
riparian area, the mossy banks and the 
meandering stream channel. Photo: 
Towerhill135a 1032m.jpg 
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2.2.  Towerhill 119c 
 

 
 
Figure 28.  Looking downstream at debris dam 1 at margin of harvested coupe. Photographed from 10 m 
point (GDA 579008 5400902). Photo: TowerHill119 17Jul07 01.jpg. 
 

 
 
Figure 29.  Looking downstream at debris dam 1 from 27 m point (GDA 578996 5400918). Note 80 cm 
thickness of fresh gravels on the right bank. Photo: TowerHill119 17Jul07 03.jpg.
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Figure 31.  Remains of debris dam 2 at 83 m point (GDA 578944 5400969), looking downstream. The 
water that accumulated behind this debris dam has probably caused the scouring evident below; see also 
Figure 30. Photo: TowerHill119 17Jul05 07.jpg.

Figure 30.  Looking upstream 
from 57 m point at 578972 
5400952 towards debris dam 2 
at 83 m. The scouring of the 
riparian area down to bedrock 
(right of photograph) and 
removal of topsoil (foreground) 
is apparent. Water levels have 
reached about 2 m higher than 
the present channel base. 
Photo: TowerHill119 17Jul05 
05.jpg. 
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Figure 32.  Looking upstream at debris dam 3 from 88 m point (GDA 578928 5400980). Photo: 
TowerHill119 17Jul07 08.jpg. 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 33.  Looking downstream at debris dam 3 from 110 m point (GDA 578899 5401006). The debris 
dam is 8 m wide by 1–2 m high and 10 m long and has a volume of c.120 m3. Photo: TowerHill119 
17Jul07 09.jpg. 
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Figure 34.  Looking upstream at debris dam 4 from 118 m point (GDA 578885 5401013). Note the pine 
stumps on left which have been intentionally cut high to help retain debris in the riparian area. Photo: 
TowerHill119 17Jul07 10.jpg. 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 35. Looking upstream at debris dam 4 from 135 m point (GDA 578884 5401031). Note the large 
native log which has held back debris, which is piled over 2 m high. The debris dam is c.9 . 
m wide, 16 m long and 1–3 m deep and has an approximate volume of 200 m3. Photo: TowerHill119 
17Jul07 11.jpg. 
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Figure 36.  Looking downstream at debris dam 4 from 175 m point (GDA 578838 5401070). Note the 
large accumulation of gravels behind the debris dam. Photo: TowerHill119 28Jun07 d 01.jpg. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 37.  Looking upstream at debris dam 5 from 175 m point (GDA 578838 5401070). The debris dam 
extends from the 188 m point to about 208 m and has a volume of about 60 m3. Beyond is a remnant stand 
of unharvested pines. About 50 m upstream of the pine boundary the catchment area decreases to 100 ha 
and the stream becomes a Class 3 stream. Photo: TowerHill119 17Jul07 11b.jpg. 
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Figure 38.  Looking downstream at debris dam 5 from 206 m point (GDA 578803 5401146). The debris 
dam extends from the 188 m point to about 208 m. Gravels that have accumulated behind the debris on the 
8 m wide floodplain make a step about 1.5 m high. Photo: TowerHill119 17Jul07 11c.jpg. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 39.  The scoured Class 2 stream channel where the stream exits the unharvested forest. Gravels 
have been scoured from this reach and have accumulated downstream (see Figure 36). The unharvested 
pines begin at the 254 m point (GDA 578793 5401177) and a short distance upstream of this point the 
stream is a classified as a Class 3 stream. Photo: TowerHill119 17Jul07 11d.jpg. 
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Figure 40. The Class 3 stream in the unharvested forest at the 503 m point (GDA 578639 5401437), 
looking upstream. Scouring has occurred on the bank in the left of the photograph, and the debris visible 
has accumulated from harvest upstream (see also Figure 41).  Photo: TowerHill119 17Jul07 13.jpg. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 41.  Looking upstream at debris dam 6, formed where pine debris has accumulated behind native 
logs, 20 m into the unharvested forest, at the 534 m point on the Class 3 stream (GDA 578626 5401467). 
Photo: TowerHill119 17Jul07 14.jpg. 
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Figure 42.  The confluence of the Class 3 stream (right) (c.60 ha catchment) and a Class 4 stream (left) 
(c.12 ha catchment) at the 590 m point. Note that water has overtopped the 2.5 m high banks and deposited 
debris on the spur between the two streams (see centre of photograph). Erosion upstream of this point was 
not investigated. Photo: TowerHill119 17Jul07 15.jpg. 
 
 
2.3. Comparison of stream morphology before and after harvest. 
In 2004 a stream monitoring network was set up to investigate the effects of pine harvest on the 
morphology of Class 4, Class 3 and Class 2 streams in the pine estate, with native forest streams 
as controls. Several of the streams in pine forests were in coupe TH119C and a selection of these 
were remeasured and photographed in October and November 2007, after harvest. Results from 
the stream study will be separately published (P. McIntosh, C. Spencer and K. Richards, in 
preparation) but preliminary results (Table 1) and photographs from five streams are presented in 
this report as they give a quantitative as well as a visual measure of similar effects to those noted 
in parts 2.1 and 2.2. 
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Table 1.  Channel width, depth and bedload characteristics for three Class 4 streams  (<50 ha catchment), a Class  3 stream (75 ha catchment) and 
a Class 2 stream (100 ha catchment). 
 
Stream Class Year Channel Channel Bedrock Boulders Gravel Sand Silt and Topsoil Decomposing
I.D.   width Depth*     clay  litter 
      (m) (m) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) 
            
THPH A Class 4 2004 1.41 0.41 5 16 28 4 2 6 40
  2007 2.65 0.68 0 47 47 1 3 1 2
            
THPH F Class 4 2004 2.91 0.59 0 79 14 1 1 2 4
  2007 5.02 1.43 0 66 29 1 1 1 2
            
THPH G Class 4 2004 1.48 0.21 0 12 63 12 2 6 6
  2007 1.18 0.32 0 36 43 0 3 17 1
            
THPH H Class 3 2004 2.18 0.26 0 69 31 1 0 0 0
  2007 2.99 0.62 38 29 30 4 0 1 0
            
THPH B Class 2 2004 3.80 0.86 12 48 32 9 0 0 0
  2007 6.04 1.32 47 20 28 0 0 5 0
                        
 
Notes: channel width is the mean width measured between right and left banks at 11 points; channel depth is mean maximum depth of channel 
from top of left and right banks, from measurements at 10 points; boulders are defined as stones >100 mm diameter; gravel is 2–100 mm diameter; 
sand is 0.02–2 mm diameter; silt and clay is <0.02 mm diameter. Percentage cover was estimated visually and values are the means of 10 estimates 
for each reach. Details of methods will be given by P. McIntosh, C. Spencer and K. Richards (in preparation).
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Class 4 stream, THPH Site A 
 

 
 
Figure 43.  Class 4 stream, 15 ha catchment. Looking downstream. 23 June 2004. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 44.  Class 4 stream, 15 ha catchment. Looking downstream. 11 October 2007.   
Notice debris dam downstream. 
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Same sites as above, looking upstream: 
 

 
 
Figure 45.  Class 4 stream, c.15 ha catchment. Looking upstream. 23 July 2004. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 46.  Class 4 stream, c.15 ha catchment. Looking upstream. 11 October 2007.   
Notice debris dam 3–4 m high. 
 
 
The main changes since 2004 are large debris dams immediately above and below the site, 
removal of the extensive decomposed litter cover (40%) by the floodwaters, and large increases 
of channel width, channel depth, and boulder and gravel bedload (Table 1). 
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Class 4 stream, THPH Site F 
 

 
 
Figure 47.  Class 4 stream with c.20 ha catchment. Looking downstream. 8 July 2004. 
 

 
 
Figure 48.  Class 4 stream with c.20 ha catchment, mostly harvested (behind photographer).  
Looking downstream. 12 October 2007.  
 
 
Note the downcutting to bedrock on the right bank, the broad accumulation of fresh boulders and 
gravels in the channel, and the debris dam beyond. The amount of fresh bedload movement and 
its size is remarkable given the small size of the catchment. 
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Same sites as above, looking upstream: 
 

 
 
Figure 49.  Class 4 stream with c.20 ha catchment. Looking upstream. 8 July 2004. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 50.  Class 4 stream with c.20 ha catchment, mostly harvested. Looking upstream.      
12 October 2007. 
 
 
The main change in this small-catchment Class 4 stream is a large increase in the width of the 
channel (evident by comparing the first two photographs), increased channel depth, and a small 
increase in the percentage cover of gravels (Table 1). 
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Class 4 stream, THPH Site G 
 

 
 
Figure 51.  Class 4 stream with c.12 ha catchment. Looking downstream. 8 July 2004. 
 

 
 
Figure 52.  Class 4 stream with c.12 ha catchment. Looking downstream. 12 October 2007.  
 
 
Note that the channel has been swept entirely clear of remnant native logs by water that has 
flowed c.1 m above the channel base. This example highlights a measurement issue: should the 
‘channel’ be defined as the total width of the floodplain (over 2 m wide in the lower photograph) 
or as the narrow bouldery channel in the centre of the photograph. The latter definition was used. 
On the basis of this definition, the channel has become narrower and deeper after harvest, with an 
increase in the cover of boulders, and topsoil (from the disturbed banks) (Table 1). 
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Class 3 stream, THPH Site H 
 

 
 
Figure 53.  Class 3 stream with 75 ha catchment. Looking downstream. 8 July 2004. 
 

 
 
Figure 54.  Class 3 stream with 75 ha catchment. Looking downstream. 12 October 2007.  
 
 
Notice that the water level has been c.1.5 m high (see erosion on right bank in lower photograph). 
The main difference as a result of harvest is that the channel is now wider and deeper, and that 
bedrock is now exposed in the channel (0% in 2004; 38% in 2007) whereas previously boulders 
were dominant (69% in 2004; 29% in 2007) (Table 1). 
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Class 2 Stream, THPH Site B 
 

 
 
Figure 55.  Class 2 stream with 100 ha catchment. Looking upstream. 23 June 2004. 
 

 
 
Figure 56.  Class 2 stream with 100 ha catchment. Looking upstream. 11 October 2007.  
 
 
The main changes are a 60% increase in channel width, and increased bedrock cover (12% in 
2004; 47% in 2007) mainly at the expense of boulders (48% in 2004; 20% in 2007) (Table 1). 
Notice also that the large native logs visible in Figure 55 have been carried downstream and that 
there is evidence of water flow c.1.5 m above channel base. 
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3. DISCUSSION 
After native forest clearance in the 1970s and 1980s pines were planted up to the banks of Class 
2, 3 and 4 streams. During pine harvest in 2006 and 2007 fine and coarse pine debris accumulated 
in streams of all sizes. Following heavy rain on 18–19 May 2007 this pine debris and some native 
logs from the original forest harvest was carried downstream forming debris dams. Some debris 
dams remained intact and others burst. It seems likely that those debris dams that burst 
temporarily contributed to already high flood flows with the result that scouring down to bedrock 
occurred in stream sizes ranging from Class 2 (>100 ha) to Class 4 (10–50 ha). Concurrently 
bedload character of streams has changed, channels have become deeper and in some instances 
channels have become wider. This severe erosion is limited to streams – no general erosion was 
noted on the harvested steep and hilly land although localised erosion was noted where excessive 
runoff had occurred from roads and blocked culverts. The stream processes apparently causing 
the erosion (heavy rainfall, pine debris in streams and debris dam formation), were also noted in 
two catchments in the Saddleback pine plantations (McIntosh et al. 2007). 
 
It is clear that pine harvest next to streams of any size in the Mathinna area (Towerhill, 
Saddleback and Nicholas plantations) and the regular occurrence of intensive east-coast rainfall, 
leads to risk of severe stream erosion. That this type of erosion has occurred twice in 3 years 
indicates that the erosion risk is high and the erosion rate is unsustainable. Consequently the 
following general recommendations are made for all pine plantations in the Mathinna area. 
 
 
4. RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. All FPPs for harvest in the Mathinna area (Towerhill, Saddleback, Evercreech and 
Nicholas plantations) should be notified to the Senior Scientist, Soil and Water. 

2. Pine harvest methods should minimise debris entry into streams, e.g. by hauling 
pines away from streams during cable harvest and not hauling across them. 

3. Where debris entry into streams cannot be avoided, debris should be removed with 
an excavator as soon as possible after harvest. In special cases permission may be 
given for excavators to work in streams to remove debris. 

4. All FPPs should include a revegetation plan for riparian areas of all streams, ranging 
from Class 1 streams to Class 4 streams having a catchment area exceeding 10 ha. 

5. The minimum revegetation width will be 10 m for Class 4 streams having a 
catchment of >10 ha and 20 m for Class 3 to Class 1 streams. However, where an 
existing trafficable road or track has its outer edge within the outer half of this 
revegetation zone (e.g. a road or track adjacent to a Class 2 stream has its outer edge 
at 12 m) the road will be considered the revegetation boundary. 

6. The revegetation method will be direct planting of native species or seeding, as 
appropriate for the topography and litter cover. The revegetation method will be 
specified in the FPP. 

7. Planting and seeding for native revegetation should be done concurrently with 
replanting of plantation species so that pest control measures in the larger coupe also 
apply to the riparian area. 

8. Where pine wildings are likely to compete with natives, wilding control measures 
should be listed in the revegetation plan. 

9. For all catchments containing >200 ha of plantation maps should be produced 
showing the riparian areas to be revegetated, revegetation method (planting or 
seeding), and date of planting or seeding. The first maps should be produced by 
August 2008 and updated annually with the success or failure of revegetation 
measures indicated on the maps, e.g. by colour coding, with the aim of having 
complete rehabilitation planning coverage of the Mathinna pine estate by 2018. 
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